26 — 28 August, 2016

AFA 2 (2)
Organized by 63rd-77th STEPS. Guest Project at Art-O-Rama 2016
26th > 28th August 2016 > Marseille
ARTISTS
ÅYR - Davide Bertocchi - Pamela Campagna - Jesse Darling - Louisa Gagliardi
- Margaret Hains – Gregory Kalliche - Martin Kohout - Hannah Lees - Rafaela
Lopez - Kareem Lotfy - Olivier Millagou - Daniele Milvio - Conor O’Shea Yuri Pattison - Anahita Razmi – Fabio Santacroce - Anna Solal - Diamond
Stingily - David Andrew Tasman - Philipp Timischl - Zoe Williams - Dennis
Witkin - Bruno Zhu
OPENING
Friday 26th August 2016 (9 > 12 pm)
MAMA BEACH > Avenue Pierre Mendès France > Marseille
From 27th to 28th August (3 > 8 pm) the show will be on view at ART-O-RAMA
International Fair Friche la Belle de Mai 41 rue Jobin - Marseille
AFA2 (2) is the second reiteration of the inaugural edition held last year
in Bari on a popular downtown beach. The project consists of a beach towels’
show, exclusively designed by 25 international artists, that will be on sale
as unique pieces, to support 63rd-77th STEPS’ exhibition program.
Afa is the Italian term for mugginess, an exhausting weather condition that
is explored as a subtle metaphor of our social, political and artistic
scenario and turned by the artists invited into black & white artworks,
digitally printed on microfiber.
The show will open on Friday 26th August 2016, from 9 to 12 pm, on Mama
Beach, as part of the 10th Anniversary Party of Art-O-Rama. From the
following day it will be on view within the art fair.
63rd-77th STEPS - Art Project Staircase - is a no profit space for
contemporary art founded and run by the artist Fabio Santacroce.
The name refers to the final part of a multi-floor staircase (the area
between the 63rd and the 77th step) inside a building from the beginning of
the XX century in Bari (Italy). 63rd-77th STEPS hosted site-specific
exhibitions and now curates off site and online projects.
www.63rd77thsteps.com

www.art-o-rama.fr

